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Introduction 

In this documentation about Vento CLI, you can find all useful information, to use it, or to 
develop themes for Vento and Cento CLI. 

What are Vento and Vento CLI? 

Vento and Vento CLI are both super-fast theming engines for macOS, originally inspired by 
“LiteIcon”. Vento CLI is the Command Line Interface Version of Vento, and in general less 
advanced, but quite useful for Theme Developers. 
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Download and Installation 

To start using Vento CLI, you first need to download it. Please do not download it from 
anywhere except for michelbarnich.com, as I cannot guarantee that unapproved 
modifications were made to it! 

If you did not download it yet, download it here. 

After downloading Vento CLI, it probably looks like this on your Mac: 

 

If you try to run this file, macOS does not know what to do with it. It might actually open 
Vento CLI in TextEdit, which is not what you want. 

Make Vento CLI executable 

To make Vento CLI executable now, we need to give it the right permissions. This can be 
done very easily. In Spotlight, search for “Terminal”, or navigate to 
“/System/Applications/Utilities/” and open Terminal.app from there. 

In Terminal, you need to type the following: 

chmod +x <path of Vento CLI> 

Replace <path of Vento> with the location where Vento CLI is stored. Alternatively, you can 
drag and drop Vento CLI into Terminal, it will automatically fill in the path. When you hit 
enter, macOS gives you the permission, to execute Cento CLI now, and the file should look 
like this: 

 

If so, you can enjoy Vento now. 
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Use Vento CLI 

To run Vento CLI, just drag and drop Vento CLI in Terminal again. If you don’t know how to 
do that, it is described in the first part of this documentation. Terminal will fill in the path or 
location of Vento CLI on your Mac. You can just hit enter for now. 

Vento CLI will greet you with a screen similar to this: 

 

From here on Vento CLI is pretty self-explanatory. If you want to use one of the options 
Vento CLI gives you, just hit the ↑ (Arrow Up key) on your keyboard, press space and type 
for example -e. In this case, Vento CLI would create a backup of your current theme. 
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Create a Theme 

To create a Theme, first you need to create a Folder. In this Folder, you put all of your Icons! 
But these Icons need special Names. Since finding these names is pretty frustrating if you do 
it manually, Vento CLI got a build in tool to help you. Open Vento CLI as explained, with the 
option “-b”. This will give you the Bundle Identifiers of Applications on your Mac. 

 

Let’s say you want to theme AppStore. Get the .png File (your Icon located in the folder you 
created) for the Safari App, and rename it. The new name for the .png file should be the 
Bundle Identifier Vento CLI tells you. In this case it is “com.apple.Safari”. So your Icon is 
called com.apple.Safari.png! 

If you want to take a look at a sample Theme, visit @MTAC8’s Github repo for ThemeKit 
here. 
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